


Simple Setup

EasyBuilder configuration software provides intuitive
setup of even the most difficult applications. With no
programming or spreadsheet needed, applications are
deployed at breakthrough speed. EasyBuilder makes
even the most powerful vision tools easy to use.

Versatile Visualization

VisionView™ is a compact touch-screen operator
interface panel for In-Sight® Micro vision systems.
VisionView automatically detects any connected
Cognex® vision system, and creates a tiled view for as
many as nine systems. This allows VisionView to be
easily added to any configuration or existing
application — without requiring a PC.

Next-Generation Vision Solutions

The powerful and flexible In-Sight® Micro vision system — together with its highly-intuitive
EasyBuilder™ user interface — delivers everything required to easily set up robust applications. And, the
optional VisionView display adds impressive visualization of information for multiple applications.

Powerful Performance
In-Sight Micro vision systems provide world-class
performance in the smallest package available.
Powerful vision applications can now be solved
where system size was previously a limiting factor
… especially where multiple systems have to be
installed in a tight space.
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The Cognex In-Sight Micro is the world’s smallest, smartest, easiest, and all-in-one vision system. Small
in size (30mm x 30mm x 60mm), but big in performance, In-Sight Micro users have the complete and
proven In-Sight vision tool library available for all applications.

Small size, combined with flexible mounting capability, makes the In-Sight Micro easier to fit onto an
existing machine, or saves real estate on a new machine. And, for those hard-to-reach inspections,
the unique In-Sight non-linear calibration tool enables you to mount the In-Sight Micro at up to a 
45-degree angle.

A Complete Range of Models

Whether for single-point inspection tasks, or building an entire factory-wide network of vision systems, In-Sight Micro
models are available to meet the cost and functionality of the application. And, for system expansion, multiple In-Sight
Micro vision systems can be linked to a VisionView display and I/O accessories.

Powerful Performance

An example of a medical vials pick-and-place application, where the In-Sight Micro vision system detects vials having missing caps and guides the robot to them. 

Model Description

1020 Entry-level system with limited tool set* and EasyBuilder interface only (640x480)

1050 Entry-level system with limited tool set* plus spreadsheet flexibility (640x480)

1100 Best price/performance model with complete tool library (640x480)

1110 ID reader-only version (640x480)

1400 Highest-speed vision system (640x480)

1410 Highest-speed ID reader-only version (640x480)

1403 High-resolution vision system in Micro form factor (1600x1200)

1413 High-resolution ID reader-only version (1600x1200)

* Limited tool set provides all In-Sight vision tools except ID code and text reading/verification, non-linear calibration, and PatMax®.



The most powerful In-Sight vision tools are now the easiest to use and are presented simply — from a
control engineer’s perspective, not from a vision expert’s. The EasyBuilder interface walks you through
the process of setting up your vision application, step by step.

Great for novice users, the application is deployed and running in a very short time. EasyBuilder doesn’t
require users to learn programming, enabling them to focus on what’s most familiar … the part!

Simple Setup

Results table —
Consolidates tool
results for easy
viewing and helps
users understand 
tool references and
performance timing 

I/O Tab — allows the
user to monitor the
input and output
signals

The EasyBuilder user interface provides intuitive setups for even the most difficult applications. 
With no programming or spreadsheets needed, applications are deployed at breakthrough speed.

Intuitive, Easy to Use
Working from an image of the part, four simple steps complete the application setup:

1 Start Find an In-Sight vision system on the network, then be guided through triggering the vision system and 
setting up scale and nonlinear calibrations.

2 Set up tools After finding the part, a library of 22 vision tools is available to inspect the part. The most powerful 
vision tools available are now made easy to use.

3 Configure  A new point-and-click communications setup provides easy selection of data to be sent, and the protocol
to use for communicating to a PLC, robot, or HMI for data collection and archiving results.

4 Finish In the deployment mode, colorful tool graphics, a results table, and a filmstrip control to review images 
simplify troubleshooting the application and identifying bad parts.

That’s all it takes to complete an application! In a fraction of the time that you would normally spend learning how to
set up a vision system, you can have your entire solution configured, deployed, and productive.

Image-centric — 
A new point-and-
click approach lets
users drop in tools
quickly by simply
clicking on the
features of interest 

Four simple steps
guide you through
the setup process
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The simple low cost VisionView operator interface panel facilitates monitoring the production process
without ever having to connect to a PC … making operator decisions easier than ever. A tiled view of
images from up to nine systems can be displayed. And, standard built-in automation protocols provide
information to the control system and HMI simply and easily.

Versatile Visualization

Run Mode Features

Applications often require customization to prevent unauthorized users from interrupting a critical process. VisionView offers
a wide range of run mode features, including control customization. With VisionView, critical controls, such as trigger and
online status, can be configured so that only authorized users are able to modify them.

Automatic system detection … it automatically detects
any Cognex vision system on the network 

Mix and match Cognex vision systems, and view them all
at the same time

“Plug-and-Go” Configuration … no PC required. Just
use the simple setup from within VisionView

Optimized for Vision … 800x480 touch screen
(widescreen) displays full color images

System expansion … five Ethernet ports and three USB
ports allow system flexibility

Fast image updates … provide the most recent
inspection images

Quickly monitor and change online/offline status

Fast refresh mode makes it easy to focus

Manual trigger to capture image

Turn on-screen graphic areas on and off

Select tiled (multiple) view

Return to main configuration screen

The “Filmstrip” feature enables a review of
recent part failures, as well as trouble-shooting
the manufacturing process.






